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INTRODUCTION
Marriage could be beautiful and could also turn otherwise
depending on how prepared you're for it and how readily you are
willing to work diligently in order to achieve success. I'm so happy
for you that you've laid your hands on this eBook. This eBook seeks
to equip you with the powerful code of a healthy relationship—
the right information and tools which are necessary to muster a
great marriage.

In this eBook are 23 lessons of the seasoned spouse series.
Seasoned Spouse is a platform for everyone who desires a
paradigm shift in their [marital] relationship; a platform where real
marital values are projected to furnish and 'season' every spouse. It
also prepares and provides singles with the needed knowledge and
tools for an excellent marital relationship.

I sincerely trust God that through this eBook, your life and marital
relationship will be tremendously blessed. Also do well to share it
with others that they too might be blessed.

As you read, may your understanding be enhanced by the Spirit of
Grace and may your heart and hands be strengthened to model
your marital relationship after Jesus Christ our Lord….Amen

Gracias,
Omosanyin Olumide A.
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LESSON ONE: HOW TO CREATE THE MUCH NEEDED
DECORUM IN YOUR RELATIONSHIP.

We are in a world where the concept of discipline and decorum in
marital relationship has been jettisoned. Marital values are
gradually becoming extinct. This modern ‘virus’ has translated to
the society. If indeed charity begins at home, then this subject of
discourse also exudes from the home.
The home being the microcosm of the society greatly influences the
motions in the society. Many marital relationships have lost their
aura and real essence as a result of indiscipline. When you begin a
marital relationship, you must adopt a new level of discipline that is
required and necessary for the relationship to thrive excellently.

The dos and don’ts
Needless to say, every relationship needs decorum when it comes to
relating with the outside circle. Be instructed and be guided when
you’re in the midst of your allies. Jealously guide and protect your
home as a unique brand when you’re in the midst of your friends.
Do not cheaply present your spouse, knowingly or unknowingly, to
others in a way that makes them perceive him or her to be a
valueless entity. Don’t turn your spouse to a bubble gum in the
mouth of your casual and like-minded acquaintances. Never
display behind your spouse attitude that betrays the respect
and love you display before him or her.
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Also, the way you relate with the opposite sex mirrors the value you
place on your marital relationship. You’re no longer the freelance
person you used to be once you’re in a marital relationship. It’s
therefore an anathema for you to venture into any form of
unhealthy relationship with the opposite sex.

What does it mean to flirt?
To put things in perspective, flirting is simply doing for the
opposite sex what their spouses should exclusively do for them.
It is performing duties that are solely exclusive to your marital
relationship for another person other than your spouse. Why
will you choose to cook for another woman’s husband? Cooking for
your spouse and eating with him is an important love language.
Men are somewhat open to love or lust after the woman that meets
their culinary needs. Now you fuss around complaining that your
boss at work is asking you out. You caused it!
You even get her gifts that depict and speak of you nursing an
intention? Every gift has a voice, so be guided when you
communicate via gifts to the opposite sex. Remember you have the
badge of your home on your chest; do not betray your allegiance to
it.
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On the surface, indiscipline characterised by flirting may initially
seem harmless to your relationship but it has a cumulative effect of
short circuiting your love for your spouse. Hence, the relationship
becomes an antithesis of what it should really be. All in all, be
disciplined in the way you present and represent your marital
relationship. Be well guided!
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LESSON TWO: WHY YOU DO NOT DESERVE AN
ABSENTEE SPOUSE

Marriage was created as a direct response to a need. After rightly
discerning that it is not good for man to be alone, God in his infallible
jurisdiction deemed it fit for the man to have a help meet. Therefore,
the marriage as an institution was instituted to meet needs.
Actually, in the first place, you needed a spouse because there was a
‘need’ to be met.

It’s dangerous to displace your spouse…
Many people out of ignorance have despised the position of their
spouse and the influence he/she can bring into their lives. It is sheer
insolence for you to disregard the position of your spouse in your
marital relationship.
Nothing is as bad as seeing your spouse as a nonentity. In another
parlance, you believe your spouse to be an entity that doesn’t exist.
This is one of the notable characteristics of a blindfolded mind. To be
candid, until you begin to acknowledge and appreciate the position of
your spouse in your life, your relationship may not get better.
Always make your spouse know that he/she is meeting your needs
and it’s in this that your spouse finds fulfilment and security. Often
wax lyrical on how your spouse is meeting your needs, affirming that
no one else could have done it successfully with such level of
intelligence and excellence.
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Speak up! Never assume for your spouse…
Marriage meets your ‘complementary’ needs. Your spouse makes you
complete. So it is therefore imperative you make him/her aware of
your innate and obligatory needs. Never assume that your spouse
knows. Help your spouse to know what needs to be done, why it must
be done, how it must be done and when it should be done. Offer your
spouse the best possible conditions for him/her to meet your needs
articulately and accurately. It is in this that your spouse finds
fulfilment and excitement that comes when a purpose is satisfactorily
executed.
Tilting to the guy’s angle, many men feel it is an act of cowardice to
speak to their wives about their needs. An average man (not sure
whether it’s a Nigerian problem) doesn’t want to risk losing his wife’s
admiration and respect. But in reality, it’s actually the opposite that is
true. This is because strength is generated when a couple strategizes
and synergizes for conquest. The fact is you win your wife’s love the
more when you honestly share all your needs as well as your
successes and failures with her.
Conclusively, never make your spouse an “absentee spouse”. Allow
your spouse meet the needs he/she is in your life for. Sharing your
needs with your spouse stirs up the gift and grace in his/her life. Stop
living your life as if your spouse doesn’t exist. Live and let your spouse
live.
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LESSON THREE: THE TWO ESSENTIAL INGREDIENTS
EVERY MARRIAGE NEEDS TO WORK
The concept of love and respect in marital relationship has been
perversed. This perversion has made many marriages the antithesis
and shadow of what they should really be. The bearing of a good
marriage hinges on the right exchange of love and respect. In
any marital relationship where these two virtues undulates in
supply or are not sufficiently provided, such marriage struggles
by default.
Barter system of trading may not really exist within the walls of
modern society but a resemblance of it exists in marital
relationship. In marriage, men must give love to get respect while
women must give respect to get love. In marital relationship, respect
is the basic need of the man while love is the basic need of the
woman. To put things in perspective, the man must adequately
supply the woman with love while the woman must duly respect the
man.
Many of the prolonged and acute difficulties/problems in marital
relationships can be traced to when the man perceives lack of
respect or when the woman no longer feels cherished.

Men, it’s your duty to love your wife, therefore execute it with
discipline and committment.When you don’t sufficiently supply
your wife with love, you lose her mental allegiance to you. She’s
with you yet far away. What an issue!
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Communicate love to your spouse in the best way she understands
it. With love, bring the royalty in her to the surface. As a matter of
fact, treat your woman better and greater than she treats herself.

“Woman, respect your own husband”. Those were the words of Paul
to the women at Ephesus in Greece. Many women accord more
honour and respect to their bosses at work rather than they do to
their own husbands. They ‘toothpick’ with their husbands’ name
and shower encomium on another woman’s husband. What a
foolish thing to do!
Mrs woman, your husband like every other man is fashioned and
built to stay where he is respected and honoured. Actually he
picked that from his Creator. He’s not ubiquitous; he stays where
he’s respected, honoured and celebrated. Honour and respect are
the determinants for his choice of habitat. Please be instructed in
this matter. The onus therefore lies on you to always respect and
honour your OWN husband.
Just as the Barter system of trading was a cashless policy, so also
is the exchange of love and respect in a marriage. This peaceful
exchange must not be influenced by the presence or absence of
cash. Man must sow love to reap respect while woman must sow
respect to reap love. That’s God’s ordination!
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LESSON FOUR: THE UNKNOWN POWER OF SMILES IN
EVERY RELATIONSHIP
We are in a world where the frequency of eye contacts between
spouses has been reduced and replaced. Couples would rather fix
their gazes on their smart phones than exchange inviting ‘winks’ and
‘smiles’ with their spouses.
It is needless to say that many spouses have replaced their partners
with smart phones. The cordiality of the relationship many have with
the ‘3G & 4G world’ seems more tangible than that of their marital
relationship. What an aberration! I think it’s high time people jilted
and even divorced (if need be) their smart phones to connect with their
spouses.
Smiles are indispensable to the survival of every marital
relationship. Smiling is one of the details that many couples have
thrown overboard and made a shipwreck of their marital relationship.
To smile to/with your spouse is to take a giant step in connecting with
your spouse.
Smiling creates a beautiful interface between you and your spouse for
effective connection. Smiles strengthen the camaraderie between you
and your spouse. It is therefore important for spouses to initiate and
sustain connection by often smiling at each other.
Be informed, your countenance has a great influence on people’s
perception of your persona. Keeping a bright countenance is inevitable
for every marital relationship that aims to be on the high.
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To your spouse, smiling is a signal of acceptance. In other words, your
smile tells your spouse he/she is accepted by you. On the other hand,
constantly withholding your smile communicates the opposite. It is
therefore important that even if you’re not the ‘smiley-happy’
face, work on yourself to always smile at your spouse because it
is a cheap and effective way to create a positive atmosphere in
your marital relationship.
It is important for you to place a great value on your spouse’s smile.
To smile is not a mere show of the lips and teeth. Smile is an indicator
of the prevailing atmosphere within. It’s a deep reflector of the internal
environment. It is therefore important for you to read meanings to
your spouse’s smile in order to track his/her mood.
Shallow smiles could just be unhappiness in disguise. Diminishing
and fading smile could suggest tensions yet to be obvious. Keep an eye
on your spouse’s smile. It could be the best guide you never pay for.
Make sure you do anything that makes your spouse smile. Invest in it
and be committed to seeing your spouse smile, at all times. I assure
you, you wouldn’t want to live with a spouse who has no business
smiling.
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LESSON FIVE: THERE’S ONE MAGIC THAT CAN FIX A
BROKEN RELATIONSHIP– SHARING
In marital relationship, generosity and stinginess are mutually
exclusive. Apart from the fact that exchange of gifts between spouses
is one of the basic and primary love languages, generosity is a sure
means via which a spouse proves the sincerity of his/her love.
Stinginess on the other hand is one of the marks of an insincere lover.
The love a stingy spouse claims and confesses is pseudo-love.
Giving is one of the means through which your spouse proves that
he/she is ‘yours sincerely’.

Generosity is an expression of love…
To many people, until you’re generous, you’re not marvelous. Such
people cannot be blamed for adopting such tenet because generosity is
an expression of love that nothing else can make up for.

Love unexpressed is love non-existent.
Just as the temperature of the body reads in degree Celsius, so also
the temperature of your love for your spouse can be seen and felt in
the quality of your giving to your lover. In the event of your marital
relationship, do not close your eyes to perceived tightfistedness. It’s
one of the initial signs that (mutual) love is waxing cold. On the flip,
sacrificial giving becomes more obvious in your relationship as you
both grow in love.
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Mr. Man, nothing is too expensive to give to the woman who has given
you her ‘ALL’. According to the proverbs of wise Solomon, “Kindness
makes a man attractive”. And of truth, hardly will you know more
about women than Solomon. Learn to share gifts with your partner,
it’s important. Please know this, your kind attitude towards your
woman rightly influence her perception of you. It renews and refreshes
your image in her heart. Your kindness works on her more than your
attire does. Your fragrance makes you smell well to her nose but your
kind attitude makes you smell well to her heart.
Dear Woman, learn to also communicate love to your spouse by
sharing gifts with him. The onus is on you too. He has a soft spot for
surprises. He would have appreciated it if you could possibly wow him
by sparking some surprises through the gifts you give him. Learn
unusual and amazing gift ideas. Pursue it to fan the embers of your
romance to flames.
Never allow yourself to hit a plateau or decline in giving to your
spouse. Always eclipse levels in the dimensions and quality of your
giving. Remember, it’s more blessed to give than to receive. Giving
yields a great recompense of reward.
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LESSON SIX: BEWARE! HOW TO EASILY SPOT A
PSEUDO-LOVER IN YOUR RELATIONSHIP.
“Your greatest protection against deception is the love of the truth”
says Dag Hewards Mills.
We are in a world full of ‘masquerades’. It is therefore important that
you’re fortified against deception in this world where lies are often
projected as the truth. The fact that you choose to despise and ignore
the truth doesn’t make the truth less true.
If you ignore the truth, just be primed for the consequences. Your
greatest fortification against deception is by loving the truth. One of
the salient truths in this present world is that there are many pseudolovers. Many have been deceived to go into pseudo-relationships.
What a pity!

So what are the hallmarks of a pseudo-lover (false lover)?
To mention a few, pseudo-lovers are never willing to commit their
hearts and hands into the relationship; they are often scared of
commitment. Listen to this, where a Man (male and female alike)
is willing to commit his treasure is a pointer to where he has put
his heart. No one is ever willing to put his treasure into a place he is
not willing to put his heart.
Putting your substance to a particular cause is a reflector of your
commitment to that cause because “where your treasure is, there your
heart will be also”. So when you don’t commit your treasure into your
marital relationship, it’s crystal clear that your heart is not in the
relationship.
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I guess ladies have to be well instructed in this matter. Pseudo-lovers
are ‘sayers’ but are never ‘doers’. Their fingers are glued against the
face of their palms. They are notoriously stingy. Insincerity is the
codes of their operating system. They are never going to give. Even if
they give, it’s masqueraded givings. They give out of pretence to
achieve a calculated goal. Giving is one of the ways through which
your spouse proves the sincerity of his love. Folks, do not tolerate and
accommodate such fellow. Never commit yourself to an insincere lover
because love unexpressed is love non-existent.
‘Never cast your precious pearls before swine’. Never yield your love to
the hands of a pseudo-lover. He/she may only be using you to quench
emotional thirst. He only needs you when he needs someone to hug.
She needs you when she’s in need of an emergency date to flaunt at
dinner parties. You’re only an appetizer; they only need you shortly
before they engage the main meal. You’re thinking of the future with
them and they have already designed their future without you.
They are never willing to speak with any of your relatives over the
phone. They are always busy to meet your parents, guardians,
mentors and pastors. They avoid every scenario where they know that
they will be questioned about their commitment and sincerity to your
relationship.
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To say it the way it is, they are only toying with your naivety and
innocence. They know deep inside of them that it can’t be ‘you’.
He/she has no definite plan for you and your tomorrow.
Pseudo-lovers are never willing to define the relationship. They are
always quiet and insincere when talking about your position in their
life. When it comes to the subject of defining the relationship, they
become fickle and frivolous. Nothing serious comes out of their
tabernacle. Never pitch your tent close to a pseudo-lover and always
shut the door of your life against them.
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LESSON SEVEN: VALUE YOUR SPOUSE’S WORD
Marital relationship often becomes dysfunctional as a result of
frequent twist and turn in the ways spouses value the words of their
partner. An Unhealthy communication system makes an
unhealthy marriage. It’s the perfect communication system
between spouses that makes the marriage a unique community.

Men, Place huge value on the words, advice and even the
recommendations of your woman. Women are graced with an innate
ability to smell things that are yet to be obvious to the eyes. They have
a third eye and a second nose via which they perceive potential threat.
They can sense threat afar off. They talk about threat yet unseen with
stern conviction. That’s the ‘CCTV’ dimension of womanhood. The
man is so blessed to have this dimension of grace in his woman. She
softly cautions him about his relationship with his colleagues.
Suddenly she’s no longer convenient with the way you relate with the
opposite sex. She makes fantastic deductions from observations that
you term insignificant. Having seen into the future of your finances
[like Joseph], She comes up with plans that will help the relationship
against forseen and unforeseen financial strain.
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Don’t be deceived, despising the recommendations of your spouse
attracts huge and detrimental consequences. You may be endowed
with knowledge, but you’ve not known enough if you ignore the
opinions of your spouse. You can’t claim to love your woman and yet
you won’t listen to her. It is foolishness to say that your woman
doesn’t have a voice in important matters.

Please listen, the woman was created to be an answer to a need.
She’s basically an answer. She’s therefore equipped with this
unique feature to effectively meet those needs she was created
for. It is arrogance to say you don’t need what God says you need.
Such pride goes before a fall. Come down from cloud nine and
listen to your woman. She’s an answer!
To a wise man, the words of his spouse are more than mere
suggestions. They are words that if wisely received and acted upon,
they will help the relationship steer clear of potential threat and help
put the relationship in fifth gear.

To the Woman, the husband as the king rules with his word and
remember where ever the words of the King is there’s power. His
words should be treated with respect and honour. Ask for his opinion
first on anything and everything. At any given situation, do not act
until you’ve respectfully sought his opinion. This is one of the major
missing link in modern relationships. Husband is the head of the
home.
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Women now act as if they have no ‘head’. They make decisions about
the home without having to hear from their hubby. This is an antimarriage character. This is one of the ways that rebels are made. They
also make their children to rebel against the words of their Father.
Treat the words of your husband with respect before your children.

NEVER MAKE RUDE AND DESPISING FACIAL GESTURES
AGAINST THE WORDS OF YOUR HUSBAND.

Man thrives on honour. So, learn to honour him.
Honouring the words of your spouse is a key route to marital
splendor. Give attention to this truth.
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LESSON EIGHT: LET’S TALK; WHY EXACTLY DO WOMEN
NAG?
How I wish I knew this early enough in my sojourn, I would have
placed my heart unto wisdom. I didn’t realise early that incessant
nagging is a poisonous gas to the atmosphere of my marital
relationship.
I have nagged my spouse into silence and withdrawal. I never knew
nagging was this dangerous. I have always thought repeating my
requests over time was the right thing to do, little did I know that
nagging could translate to verbal reminders of my instructions, which
on the long run becomes overbearing to the other party.
Often times, I never know I nag and so don’t agree to the fact that I
nag when my spouse take me up on it. As a matter of fact, through
experience, I have come to realise that most naggers never know they
do. And just like me, they become defensive whenever they are being
accused.
In the quest to put my relationship back on track, I discovered that
nagging is defined as a “repetitious behaviour in the form of pestering,
hectoring, or otherwise continuously urging an individual to complete
previously discussed requests or act on advice”.
Nobody wants to be nagged at. No one desires to be treated like a
child. I have come to realise that nagging is not really about the
instruction I dole out to my spouse. Deeper than that, I have come to
realise that nagging is about trying to control a behavior in my spouse
that I’m somewhat not comfortable with.
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Many times our frustrations come in the form of certain behavioural
patterns and so we call these nagging. In other words, nagging
becomes a way of dealing with the effect rather than the cause. In my
own case, for instance, I could have made sense if I had gone to the
root to help my partner against such attitude. Rather, I’ve nagged her
into silence. She has withdrawn herself. So painful!
Actually, is it my fault? It is easy for you to just sit there and pick on
me as the culprit but once upon a time, she too was a notorious
nagger. She could nag, nag and nag me to annoyance. Not until
recently that I understood that one of the reasons ladies often nag is
because expressing their desires to their man is not one always an
easy thing to do. They feel they will be heard by much speaking and
with an ever rising pitch.
I have observed that many women love to answer questions with
another question, in a rather annoying manner, especially when they
are bothered about something. Let’s take a look at this conversation
say between me and my spouse.

Me : Baby, can I have my food please?
Her : Does the aroma coming out of the kitchen suggest food is
ready?

As for me, I take that for an insult.
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When it comes to the issue of house chores, her nags make me feel
like she’s mothering me.
I recently found out that women often nag in this regard because they
feel responsible for home keeping and management. Thank God I now
know better.

Beware! Nagging is dangerous. It robs your marital relationship of its
peace and destroys the mutual love that you and your spouse share.
As a matter of fact, it can make you question your relationship and
begin to doubt the confirmations you had at first. Men, don’t nag your
woman; Women, stop nagging your man. It’s that simple!

N.B: Scenarios presented are not true life events.
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LESSON NINE: HOW TO RID YOUR RELATIONSHIP OF
THE ‘NAGGING-BUG’
Despite having television facilities in their homes, many husbands
now spend longer time in the sport house because they could no
longer stand their nagging wives.
So also many wives no longer feel present in their marital
relationships because of the frequency of criticism they get from their
hubby. Let me paraphrase the words of wise Solomon; “Better to live
in a desert than with a quarrelsome and nagging wife [and husband]
(Proverbs 21:19)”.

One act of nagging, too many troubles…
Nagging may seem to be effective at first but on the long run, it has
more detrimental effect to the marriage. Murmuring and complaining
weakens the resilience of your partner to bear with you.
When you nag incessantly, there will be a point when the capacity
of your spouse to be patient with you is exhausted and he/she
begins to react. At this point, spouses lose their verve for the
relationship and retire back to their cocoon.
There are some needed and required panaceas to heal marital
relationships of the nagging bug. Please note, the cooperation of the
couple is needed in order to heal a marriage that is infested with the
‘nagging-bug’. One of the spouses cannot work in isolation. Couples
must learn to put each other’s first. Prioritize your marital
relationship because how much happiness you find in life will come in
context of the joy you have in your marital relationship.
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Guys, you must be empathetic and put the request of your other half
into perspective. When you decipher the situation and you realise that
you nag her because there’s an emotional need to be met, connect
with her to fight the ’cause’ in order to stop giving nagging as
response. Failure to help her appropriately could now mean nagging
becomes a display of your inadequacy. Choose to do what is right
rightly!

Did you know? Nagging damages self-esteem
Ladies, don’t be like the Pharisees in the days of Jesus, who think
they can be heard through much speaking. As a wife, do not make
disrespectful demands but humbly make quality suggestions and
advice. Nagging damages the self-esteem of your man. It makes him
feel he’s not competent enough to handle issues and hence he feels
you don’t trust him enough.
Women, do not make demands, make requests instead. Seek his
opinions first on every matter. Be considerate by also seeing things
through his spectacle and also learn to hold back your tongue.
Finally, stop calling your spouse a ‘nag’. Caution everyone who calls
your partner a nag. Separate your spouse from the attitude. Never see
your spouse as one. Your spouse will be to you what you see him/her
to be.
Do everything in your capacity to fumigate your marital relationship of
the ‘nagging bug’. Every effort you put in really worth it.
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LESSON TEN: SINGING AS AN UNCOMMON CATALYST
FOR YOUR RELATIONSHIP I.
I decided to write on this topic because it's one of the overlooked ways
in which romance can be established in marital relationships. Pedants
may think or suggest otherwise, nonetheless, the truth must be said.
Please listen, As much as it is important you case your love for your
spouse into words, it is also so important you translate your love into
songs. Please learn to sing for your spouse! You think it's funny? No,
it isn't. Actually it is romantic! Talking romance is actually talking
everything that communicates your love to your spouse. Singing for
your spouse is an important love language in the similitude of making
repeated verbal affirmations of your love to your spouse.

The art of singing has always been an important fabric of human
existence. Singing has been of innumerable and tremendous benefit to
humans. Talking about the revolution in France in the famous article
"Helene De Montgeroult and the Art of Singing Well on the Piano", it was
said that "Music had played an important role throughout the
Revolution in public festivals and in the form of revolutionary songs, but
the return to a more peaceful life sparked a new appetite for music of a
more private and entertaining kind".
To this end, I say songs is an agent of revolution, change, peace and
tranquility. Song is that important. Instead of nursing the cold
shoulder your spouse displays after a quarrel or conflict, why not
try to do your baby a song. Please don't chuckle that off. I repeat, do
your baby a song.
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Why not sing to dispel tension off the atmosphere of your marital
relationship. Song will do that magic you needed to pull smile out of
your spouse.

When it comes to singing for your spouse, how sweet the sound is not
determined by the sonority of your voice. You may not have the voice
of a nightingale but the strength of your song is drawn from the
depth of love both of you share. Let your heart give the lyric and not
your head. No one is begging you to have the voice of Celine Dion or R.
Kelly before you sing. After all you're not singing for commercial
purpose, you're singing for the person you love. Only let your song
show your love. Gracias!

Singing is a great way to communicate your love. No one is asking you
to do a song with lengthy lyrics, a few lines will do. Turn 'I-love-you' to
a song giving it a rhythmic tune. We are less concerned with the tone.
Listen, in your marital relationship, no one can do a better love
song for your spouse than you. There will never be a better love
song for your spouse than the ones that comes through your
vocal cords. I really hope you heard that.

I RECKON THAT TRUE LOVE DOESN'T ONLY MAKE YOU A POET,
IT DOES MAKES YOU A SINGER AS WELL.
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LESSON ELEVEN: SINGING AS AN UNCOMMON CATALYST
FOR YOUR RELATIONSHIP II
It is often forgotten that most people grew up listening to their parents
or teachers singing for them. It is said that song takes a principal role
in the development of every child, status not withstanding. Have you
ever thought of the reasons why one of the major means via which
children learn is through song and poem? Songs are pivotal for the
development of every child. Having said that, can you believe that
such child that was reared and raised via the instrumentality of songs
will suddenly attain adulthood and become immune to songs?
More so the song of his or her lover? I actually think I can guess your
answer.
Please learn this, start singing for your spouse. Stop giving the degree
of sonority of your voice as an excuse. No one is concerned with the
tone, all that is needed is your own unadulterated voice mirroring
your heart. Hear this, create lullaby for your Baby. Yes, you heard
me well, Create lullaby for your spouse. How fascinating will it be
for your spouse to dose off as you sing him/her to sleep. Improve
on that by making a serenade for your lover. It will create an
experience your spouse will not recover from.
Sing for your spouse not only on special occasions but also when your
spouse least expect.

Let me quickly dive into a wonderful biblical episode. From this
episode, let me point to you the power in songs. Even when the
Princes of Philistine could not adequately remember the event of
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David's conquest, they freshly remembered the song that was sang to
commemorate the event (I Samuel 2:5).
THERE'S A POWER IN SONG THAT EVEN WHEN WORDS ARE
FORGOTTEN, SONGS RESONATE LOUDLY IN THE HEART.

Songs are that powerful. It also represent the verbal reminders of
your love for your spouse as well as your admiration of their persons.
Sing to appreciate and also to appease your spouse.

In some unhealthy relationship, verbal abuse is often disguised as
proverbial songs. Couples in such relationship sing proverbial songs
that bears verbal abuse as undertone. That's bad and sad. Such
attitude will blotch your marital relationship. Desist from such act, it's
despicable.
Instead, create song for your spouse with lines culled from various
canticles. Sing good songs with nostalgic undertone. Songs that often
reminds you both of the wonderful times you've shared.
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LESSON TWELVE: SINGING AS AN UNCOMMON
CATALYST FOR YOUR RELATIONSHIP III
It has been discovered that human beings are gracefully wired to
respond to songs or better said, music. Scientifically proven, songs are
able to make your brain do wonders.
Music is an important fabric of human existence and of course it has
numerous benefits to life. Science of songs and relationship is of
cognitive consonance. The art of singing influences our marital
relationship positively in a way that no other human art does.
As a matter of fact, the book in the Bible that was dedicated to
love-relationships was called ‘Song of Solomon’ or ‘Song of
Songs’. It will be wrong for anyone to call that a mere
coincidence. I think that points concretely to the fact that true
love doesn’t only make you a poet but it also makes you a singer.
In life, songs are more than act born out of ecstasy; its an art that
promotes solidarity, patriotism as well as comradeship. Have you ever
thought why every nation has an anthem? It is to significantly
promote patriotism among her citizens including the ones in diaspora.
Songs are important to your marital relationship owing to the fact that
it fosters romance and strengthens the bond of cohesion within the
relationship.
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Go the extra mile to compose a love song for your lover…
To sing of your love for your spouse is to confess your love for your
spouse with melody. Love songs are basically melodious confession of
your love for your spouse. Please learn to do a song for your spouse.
Let your song show it, let it show your love for your spouse. Go the
extra mile in composing a short song for the one you love. Can you
imagine the beauty of having your spouse call you over the phone
asking you to send a voice note of the song you’ve composed for
him/her?

I recently read about an American researcher, Leonard Ayres, who in
1911 discovered that cyclists pedaled faster while listening to music
than they did in silence. It was said that ‘this happens because
listening to music can drown out the brain’s cries of fatigue’.
In other words, songs can aid productivity even in tiring conditions.
So while your spouse is busy with house chores, you can playfully
intrude with songs so as to supply new level of energy needed for
accomplishment.

BELIEVE THIS, SINGING FOR YOUR SPOUSE ADD ZEST TO YOUR
MARITAL RELATIONSHIP.
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LESSON THIRTEEN: BEWARE! HOW ‘SMALL’ LIES CAN
CAUSE A MAJOR SETBACK FOR YOUR RELATIONSHIP
We are in a world that seems to repel the truth. We live in a world that
would rather call a cup half-full rather than half-empty. A world that
prefers to call white, off-white. A world given to deceit and dishonesty.
A world with so much vices and at the root of such vices, ‘lie’ lies
predominantly. As a matter of fact, lie sponsors such vices. The world
is full of ‘Epic Liars’ which are the architect of vices.
Several definitions and synonyms have been given to the word ‘lie’.
Marriam Webster dictionary defines ‘lie’ to be an untrue statement,
creating false or misleading impression with intent to deceive. Deep
beneath every lie ever told is an intention to deceive. Therefore, it is
safe to say that no matter the definition given to lying, it will never be
a virtue.
Lie is a bane to every marital relationship. It is poisonous to the heart
of the relationship. It’s one of the toxic substances that drown out
completely the trust one party has in the other. Every marital
relationship thrives on trust.
Lies don’t last in any relationship
The instant and often the most detrimental effect of lying in
marital relationship is that it completely drain out the trust the
one that is being lied to has for the liar. Lies and trust are mutually
exclusive in marital relationship.
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Misrepresenting the truth to your spouse severely punctures the trust
your spouse has in you and hence the complexion of your relationship
is negatively darkened. Lying gives your relationship a negative
complexion which makes it highly susceptible to colossal collapse
where things fall apart because the centre holds no more.
One of the most difficult things to deal with in a marital relationship is
when deception is discovered and uncovered. Series of questions
inundate such heart. Such person questions past beliefs and how
he/she has been made to play the fool. Such persons end up blaming
themselves for believing such a Liar. Hence, intimacy and trust
becomes eroded either gradually or completely depending on the
degree and frequency of lies.
I’m not of the school of thought that says there are some lies you can
tell to your spouse. Why must you be selective about the things you’re
truthful about?
Actually, lying is absolutely anti-God. I firmly recommend with all
sense of responsibility to God that you say it all and say it as it is.
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LESSON FOURTEEN: DANGERS OF LYING IN MARITAL
RELATIONSHIP
Just as it was ascertained in the previous article, lying to your spouse
disrupts the dynamics of the relationship. It unsettles a relationship
and makes the atmosphere of a marital relationship ambivalent. It
creates the feeling of uncertainty between spouses. Doubt sets in,
hence lack of trust and respect becomes inevitable. It completely
erodes that feeling of alliance that a marital relationship thrives on.
Lying is so poisonous to your relationship.

Many are given to lies. Many are acute and addicted liars. Permit me
to mention few dimensions of lie. Many shield the truth from their
spouses, they bend the truth to protect themselves. Some cushion the
consequences of their misdeed using lies. Some are given to white lies
while some are given to whoopers. Some men tells lie because they feel
that withholding back a little from their spouses is a way to whet their
ego as the man. The Woman also feels that she has to conceal the
truth in order not to become subservient to the rule of the man. Many
deliberately deny the responsibility for an error. They save their faces
by cooking up lies. Some withhold important information while some
point at the speck on their spouse's face in order to conceal the log in
their own eyes.
Don't be deceived, all these are lies. Misrepresenting, veiling, bending,
masking the truth are lying. Lying creates wedge between you and
your spouse.
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In addition to that, lies begat lies. Lies is often needed to cover lies.
One lie leads to multiple lies. It's just like a chain reaction. Multiple
and continuous lies gradually seizes the breath of your relationship. If
care is not taken, such relationship can end up in Divorce.

One of the major caveats of lying in marital relationship is that it
leaves the liar with little or no integrity. To be a person of integrity is
to be honest about the values you project. Lying destroys integrity and
reputation. It empties the liar of the integrity he/she has built over
the years. Always ask yourself if there's congruence between who you
really are and your spouse think you're.

To every liar, enough have been said for you to know that you're
swimming in dangerous waters.
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LESSON FIFTEEN: YOUR ‘EX’ MAY BE USEFUL BUT NOT
IN YOUR MARITAL RELATIONSHIP.
Marriage is a sacred relationship so it thrives on trust. Therefore, acts
that unbalance the relationship must not be allowed within its walls.
Questionable acts and attitude that alter the flow and the rhythm of
peace are dangerous to marital relationship.
There are many relationships that haven’t entered into a place of rest
because of anti-marriage attitudes. Such relationships oscillate
between cycles of peace and that of negativity owing to the fact that
one of the spouses displays attitudes that cast doubts in the heart of
their partner.
There are matters that are major to the heart of your marital
relationship and in such matters you don’t act in a way that makes
your spouse ask that “are you really for us or against us”?
For instance, keeping close and questionable relationship with
opposite sex are threat to the peace of the relationship. You’ve to
intentionally steer clear of every activity that brings you into
questionable communion with the opposite sex.

When it comes to keeping a relationship with sanctity,
you’ve to be disciplined, deliberate and intentional.
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Do not give room for activities that spark the fire of infidelity. Infidelity
in marriage stabs the heart of the relationship. It is perfidy. It’s
betrayal of the marriage vows and it comes with huge consequences.
Never nurture any questionable dealings with the opposite sex.
Do not service such relationship. Such relationship keeps you longer
than you intend to stay. It cost you more than you have to pay. Such
relationship has a subtle way of germinating beyond your widest
imagination. It makes your spouse doubts you. Be bridled in your
dealings with the opposite sex.
In the same vein, close and questionable relationship with your ‘ex’
should not be entertained and condoned. Mentioning your ‘ex’
frequently before your spouse with an undertone that suggests that
you miss your ‘ex’ is dangerous to the health of your relationship.
Talking about the progress of your ‘ex’ and their achievements is to
disregard the progress you’re making with your spouse. You’re simply
saying your spouse is incompetent or not at the level of your ‘ex’. Such
talk injures the self-esteem of your spouse. It’s like saying to your
spouse that you would have rather been with your ‘ex’ than with
them. To your spouse, such words are persona non grata.
Never indulge in questionable acts and activities that make your
spouse doubt your allegiance to the relationship.
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LESSON SIXTEEN: WAYS TO SAFEGUARD YOUR
RELATIONSHIP IN THE AGE OF SOCIAL MEDIA
We are in a world where social media is gradually becoming the norm,
not just an advantage only available to the privileged. Many years
back, the subject of social media and it’s influences wouldn’t have
surfaced in the paper and parchment of any marriage therapist, but
now it’s a subject of great interest.
To be candid, the internet has been one of the glorious inventions in
past years. It has been a wonderful export into the world since 1970s.
It seems great to have the world in your palm. It has greatly
influenced every sphere of life. It’s indeed a glorious invention.
The social media can be of huge benefit to marital relationship if
appropriately utilised. For instance, It can play a very significant role
in strengthening the communication system of the relationship. Social
media can help couples who don’t stay together interact more often.
Social media platforms could actually enable partners who are afar off
to connect. Nevertheless, it is important to note that communication
via the virtual world should not replace communication in the real
world. Offline interactions should forever be esteemed above
online interactions in your marital relationship.
Despite its perceived blessings, the internet has its other side which is
greatly injurious to your relationship. The internet has been a means
through which many men project their perverseness.
Negative thoughts of people are awkwardly projected on the internet to
the detriment of simpletons. Not every thoughts that are projected in
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the social media are healthy enough for you to consume. If care is not
carefully taken, you will bite more than you can actually swallow.
The fact that the internet is available doesn’t make it the principal
template from which you derive tenets with which you govern your
marital relationship. Many are fond of judging their relationship from
the social media view point. That’s not right. Stuffs projected on social
media are thoughts and experiences of men. Thoughts are often
biased and experiences are peculiar. Be careful!
Be informed, people are not really what they project on the social
media. They hide their real identities behind ‘pixels’. They are
notoriously ‘photoshoped’. False impressions are being projected.
Celebrities have sharpened the idea of many regarding what a guy and
lady should look like. Many are putting their spouses under intense
pressure to be what they are not. Such people have allowed social
media fantasies to erode the blissful realities of their marital
relationship.
You have to be reminded that people spread their beautiful dresses on
the social media and not their sack clothes. Please guide what you’ve
gracefully gotten.
This is not to say that the social media can do you no good, but never
allow the unhealthy dictates of the social media govern your
relationship.

It’s OK if you loose ‘megabytes’ but you will regret it if
you lose your spouse to ‘megabytes’.
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LESSON SEVENTEEN: THE DANGERS OF SOCIAL MEDIA
TO YOUR MARITAL RELATIONSHIP.
I recently read a piece that pointed to me a salient truth even though
it's with comical undertone. It says "phone has replaced your
calenders, phone has replaced your alarm but don't let it replace your
family". I found these words to be profound. Internet or better said
social media is a fabric of our lives today. Internet has claimed the
integral part of people's lives. Many are gradually becoming social
media addict. People are now addicted to social media just as people
are addicted to drug. Though unlike drug addiction, the dangers of
being a social media addict may not be readily obvious and
conspicuous at start but it does bite from you in worrying degree and
frequency. It does have a cumulative effect which can tend to affect
the shell life of your relationship if necessary care is not quickly taken
and the required corrections made.

The thought of the media replacing your spouse is indeed worrying. As
a matter of fact it's weird to common sense. In other words, you are
having extra marital affairs with your phone. That's sad. The truth is
that one of the major challenges social media poses to every marital
relationship is that it distracts couples of each other. In life and in
your quest to achieve great things, distraction becomes formidable.
With many, the craving for social media is as strong as that for drug.
Instead of focusing on strengthening the interaction and chemistry
within their relationship, many are busy with keeping tabs with
realities shows on social media. They can do without their spouse for
days but they cannot do without the social media for minutes. It is
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often advised that you keep your phone away when you are really
interacting with your spouse. Never give your phone a voice in your
relationship. In many unhealthy relationship, the social media has
relatively taken the position of the third party which threaten the
relationship. In such relationship, the spouse becomes alienated.

In this age, people will prefer to boost the battery of their cell phones
rather than boosting and lifting the emotions of their spouses. They
give huge attention to their phones and give less to their spouses.
Many always buy bundles of data but will never buy their spouse a
bottle of fanta. It's easy for many to channel their energy on social
media and give the left over to their spouses. What a shame! Such
fellow should be bothered because gradually the phone has replaced
your family.
In this social media dispensation, it is important you don't keep your
social media life from your spouse. Share your social media life with
your partner. Together attend to all 'DM' and facebook notifications as
long as time permits. Prioritize your relationship above the pleasures
the social media offers. Esteem your marital relationship over virtual
relationships.
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LESSON EIGHTEEN: SOCIAL MEDIA OVERSHARING.
Believe it or not, the social media can either make your marital
relationship sink or swim. It was affirmed in previous series that there
are pros and cons regarding the use of the social media. It was said
that despite its perceived blessings, the internet has its other side
which is greatly injurious to your relationship. It is true that we all
beam with the excitement of the invention but also we must not close
eye to the threat it pose to our offline relationship.

Social media has caused more harm in that many have loss their
sense of secrecy. Social media oversharing is point of concern. Prior
to the invention of social media, many of the event that occurs within
the sphere of the marital relationship is termed sacred and intimate.
They are valued and guarded by both couples. It is considered to be
secret and hence intimacy is in this wise fostered. Secrets that are
rightfully shared and preserved within the hood of the marital
relationship generate a unique bonding energy that keeps both
couples connected. The reason why they are couples is basically
because "they are both naked (open to each other) yet not ashamed".
In other words, the secret of their openness kept within the
circumference of their relationship and this in turn will supply
positive energy that is needed for affinity. This is one of the pathways
for building intimacy in relationships.
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To the surprise of everyone, it is now a norm to announce the scared
acts within the marriage on social media. Many do it to demand the
attention and accreditation from their followers through their likes
and comments on various social media platforms. Facebook has now
become the platform for many to display those sweet and sacred
moment for public consumption. Many captures relationship matters
in disgusting tweets. Even Instagram is no stranger to ill bedroom
images posted by many who are short in wisdom. Through selfies,
many couples have self-destruct. Many post marital arguments,
announce their vacations, shares achievements. Some goes further to
post thier family information and every single details of how their day
evolves. The list goes on and on. When caution is not applied in this
sense, oversharing of sacred marital issues opens the relationship to
plethora of slandering and diverse unhealthy responses from the
social media audience. The marital relationship is not an open-toall institute. Why must you open your marriage to the 'fault
finding sycophants' that flocks the social media?

The fact that posting scared matters of marriage online is trendy
doesn't make it right. Beware of this. Keep your marriage from the
eyes of the world. As a disciplined couple, stay off the social media. In
addition to this, never post online when you're feeling emotional. Do
not [always] convert sweet offline 'treat' to an online 'tweet'.
Consciously and intentionally protect your privacy online. Set limit
for yourself on social media and stop mindless surfing of the internet,
by doing all these, you will rightly fortify your relationship against the
threat of the social media.
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LESSON NINETEEN: DIRECT IMPACT OF SOCIAL MEDIA
ON ROMANCE.
Like it was rightly asserted in the previous article, social media can
make your relationship swim and can also make it sink. Over the past
couple of weeks, the impact of social media on marital relationships
have been the subject of discourse on this platform. Obviously the
subject should be of keen interest to all. It was recently disclosed that
as of the third quarter of 2017, Facebook had 2.07 billion monthly
active users. Also on twitter, it's said that every second, on average,
around 6,000 tweets are tweeted on Twitter, which corresponds to
over 350,000 tweets sent per minute, 500 million tweets per day and
around 200 billion tweets per year. Wow, this is massive and great. It
would have been more interesting if activities on the social media
platforms are channeled in the right direction. Guess what? Among
the millenials, it's even common for spouses to ask their partner to
prove his/her love by shouting it online. With all this fuss about the
social media, it is important to note that the influence it has on
romance is not absolutely constructing and rewarding. If care is not
taken, suggestions from the media will soon override all other
means of expressing and communicating love in marital
relationships.

The advent of the social media adds additional pressure on your
romantic relationship if you permit. If you're the type that tape
measure the progress of your marital relationship with that which you
see on facebook and Instagram, you will soon come under intense
pressure that isn't necessary. Gradually, tension and pressure begin
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to build. Social media fantasies has gotten you complacent on
building your relationship. Such people soon graduate to a point
where they begin to compare their relationship to the rosy image of
couples they see online. This leaves them with bitter taste of
discontentment with their relationship and they start moaning and
groaning about how their relationship is not measuring up to 'trendy'
standard. Listen, this is an enterprise that will quietly erode romance
and intimacy out of relationships.

Virtually all the social media platforms have a way of connecting
people. They all have a secret means which permits people to
communicate privately. Spending too much time on social media
connecting with people can get you ensnared by infidelity and extra
marital affairs. Sliding into those DM could get you stuck. Registering
on those dating sites will land you in mischief. There are many
channels within the ambit of the social media which are indeed
targeted to kill romance in existing relationships. Many spend time on
social media watering their ill online relationships while their real life
marital relationship begs for water. Be instructed in this, keeping
such communication line will naturally kill trust in your relationship.
As a matter of fact, in some relationship, spouses track their partner's
activity online by putting surveillance system in place. Yes, it is that
bad. Listen, if you're not interested in plucking the devil's fruit, then
don't walk around his garden.
Never allow the social media wrongly influence your cognitive,
romantic and Godly approach to your relationship.
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LESSSON TWENTY: EMOTIONAL INFIDELITY DESTROYS
MARITAL RELATIONSHIPS, BUT IT’S PREVENTABLE

Emotional infidelity is real. As a matter of fact it is more difficult
to trace, track and treat than sexual infidelity because there are
no external acts that often suggest its existence. Meanwhile, it is
as detrimental to a relationship as sexual immorality. Many often
tend to disregard or treat with levity the emotional health of their
spouse. Too many people err in this regard. Believe this, you have to
be committed and dedicated to the emotional health of your spouse.
And any relationship where spouses are not faithful in connecting
emotionally, such relationship becomes flat and insipid.

What exactly is emotional infidelity?
In simple terms, emotional infidelity is the emotional connection
with someone of the opposite sex (or even same sex) who is not
your spouse. It is also referred to as emotional affair.
It occurs when one partner is emotionally bonded and committed to
another person to the point that there’s disconnect and shortage of
emotions with their partner. It is emotional attachment beyond the
required to another person other than your spouse. It can be with a
friend, colleague at work, or more delicately those you hold in high
regard who you discuss issues in your marriage with.

Such emotional relationship can soon become a romantic relationship.
Why? Emotion is one of the God-given resources to marital
relationships, which helps couples to bond. Emotions facilitate
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bonding in marital relationship. Bonding is quickly achieved when
emotions are supplied. Anything you channel your emotions to will
soon conquer your affection. If the right thing is not quickly done,
emotional infidelity will lead to physical and sexual infidelity.

Unintentional cheating. Hun?
It’s not everyone who cheats on their spouse that does it intentionally.
I hope you agree with me. Many find themselves cheating unwittingly.
Before you throw me stones, let me prove that to you. It’s obvious that
people who cheat on their partner sexually are well aware of the
despicable act. On the contrary, there are some people who commit
and invest more emotions in so called ‘honest friendship’ than that of
their marital relationship. Without any doubt, such fellows are
cheating on their partner emotionally.

It is finding a kind of emotional satisfaction in someone other than
your spouse. It is betrayal of the emotional vow. Often times, people
involved don’t agree they are doing the wrong thing because sex is not
involved.
People have been made to believe that it’s only sexual act that
accentuate immorality. No, it’s not. Jesus taught us that one can
actually have sex in the heart via lust. So there are forms of
infidelity that happen in the soul. Notably, mental infidelity is in no
way different from emotional infidelity.
It’s not only sexual act that gives accent to infidelity. Infidelity can
happen even when sex is absent. Do not yield yourself to emotional
infidelity; it destroys marital relationships.
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LESSON TWENTY-ONE: EMOTIONAL INFIDELITY: SIGNS
TO WATCH OUT FOR IN YOUR RELATIONSHIP
In today’s world, emotional infidelity is on the rise. People now derive
emotional solace and satisfaction in being emotionally connected to
another person who is not their partner.
With the advent of modern technologies, emotional infidelity is even
easier to achieve than physical one. The internet has a tremendous
impact on this. The ease with which people connect in this modern
age is notorious. The various instant messaging systems are
facilitators. So every necessary care must be taken not to fall victim of
this trend.
In the previous article, emotional infidelity was defined as an
emotional connection with someone of the opposite sex (even same
sex) who is not your spouse. Such emotional relationship can soon
become a romantic relationship. Such fellows are unwitting cheaters.
What are the signs of emotional infidelity?
There are indices of emotional infidelity. What are the signs that
you’re already slipping into emotional infidelity as applied to both
sexes? The initial sign is that such a fellow (the person you are
emotionally attached to) will become resident in your thought while
your spouse becomes a vacating tenant.
As time goes by, it becomes difficult for you to focus your attention on
anyone (or anything) else when the fellow is around you. You end up
investing a lot more emotional energy on the other person than your
spouse. The emotional buzz that comes from the relationship is
gradually becoming soothing, satisfactory and you now thrive on it.
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At some point you begin to come up with statements like “I think he
understands me better than my partner” or something like “I’m
beginning to realize she’s more appealing than my partner.” Beware!
Because at this point you will begin to think of yourself unlucky to
have had your spouse and at this level, the joy of your engagement
has departed.

Consequently, you will just be going through motions in your marital
relationship. You will soon discover that you dress for that person.
You give a little extra touch to make sure that you look good whenever
he or she comes around. To the person involved, you show more
emotions. You laugh more and smile more. Like seriously!
Guess what! A very dangerous part of this illicit relationship is that
you share your marital issues with the person, your ‘shadow’ partner.
You make the person know of the discomfort in your relationship. You
divulge sacred marital issues with the person all in the name of
‘he/she is the only person that understands how I feel.’
You tell the person things about yourself that (probably) your partner
is not aware of. And when your partner speaks of such fellow, you
become uncomfortable and unnecessarily defensive.
Soon you will find yourself doing for him/her what you don’t do for
your spouse. Mind you, doing for another person what you don’t do
for your spouse is flirting. At this point it may soon metamorphose
into a romantic and physical relationship. Your ‘honest’ and ‘just’
friendship has become your woe.
My humble advice, please steer clear of emotional infidelity as soon as
now!
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LESSON TWENTY TWO: ENDING EMOTIONAL INFIDELITY
Quitting emotional infidelity is a must once its existence has been
noticed. In a situation whereby emotional infidelity exists, nothing else
will work in your marital relationship until this infidelity comes to an
end. As previously stated, emotional infidelity is more difficult to trace,
track and treat than sexual infidelity because there are no external
acts that often suggest its existence. If nurtured, it becomes a cancer
in your marital relationship which keeps spreading till it eats out the
heart of the relationship.

To quit emotional infidelity, you must come to the point where you
accept the fact that your marriage being not perfect doesn't give you
the leverage to venture into infidelity. This is a point where you admit
its existence and take responsibility for it. The fact that you're going
through a purple patch in your marriage/relationship doesn't give
you the right to emotionally invest in another person. Rough
times in your marriage are no excuse, of course, to engage in
extra marital affairs. Get this straight, unhealthy marital
relationship is no license to venture into infidelity. Venturing
into emotional infidelity even makes a bad relationship worse. It
further fossilizes the marriage. Rather, if you have issues with
your partner, commit it to God in prayers and both of you should
address such.
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Following this, you must completely cut this negative relationship off
your life. No matter how painful it is, or how old the relationship is,
you must completely jettison this unhealthy relationship. You have to
rip it off your life. When it comes to this phase, you must cut off the
relationship with reckless abandon.

Further more, you must also irreparably cut out every activity that
serves as the umbilical cord. If it means you blocking such fellow on
all socia media platforms, please do. Even if means you putting in a
resignation letter at your place of work. I recently read the story of a
lady who resigned at her place of work because her boss addresses
her using names that should only be directed to one's lover. For the
sake of repetition, any umbilical cord that connects you to such an
emotional affair must be cut off irreparably.

It is important you get your partner involved in this process.
Accountability is very important. You must fully disclose the situation
to your partner. Sequel to putting off the emotional relationship, you
must seek to reconnect emotionally with your partner and to win back
the trust which was once eroded. You have to do this.
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LESSSON TWENTY THREE: RECOVERING FROM
EMOTIONAL INFIDELITY
Having ended the ill relationship, your marital relationship will hit the
phase of convalescence. It is, therefore, important for your marital
relationship that was once dealt a huge blow via emotional infidelity to
recover. If the right things are done, the marital relationship will
progressively heal and will be restored to its proper state of health.

Both spouses must accept that what has happened is in the past. The
whole situation must be rightly accepted by both the betrayer and the
betrayed. Until the situation is rightly embraced, healing and recovery
measures won't be rightly accepted and applied. At this level, both
spouses must forgive each other completely. Both spouses must hand
over themselves to prayer. Total forgiveness is important for the
recovery process. Couples must have real 'facetime' and must also
accept each other’s emotions. One partner is depleted of emotions
while the other is having the feeling of guilt having wrongly invested
emotions in the wrong fellow. As a matter of fact, both partners are
emotionally depleted. At this point, you must build friendship with
your partner. You must invest quality effort and emotions in things
that foster friendship in your relationship. To mention a few, seek out
for the things you really love in your partner and audibly appreciate
your partner for it. Laugh together, play together. This is a sure way to
build friendship. Learn to appreciate the little things and effort your
spouse puts in to make you comfortable in the relationship. Do not
take for granted the things that are of keen interest to your partner
and endeavour to join him/her in such things.

#SEASONEDSPOUSE…

It is important for both partners to get involved in things that are of
common interest to both spouses.
As friendship begins to build, both partners must begin to fulfil the
emotional needs of each other. Prior to this, it must have been
discussed what led to the emotional disconnect in first place. Couples
must intentionally invest and channel emotions in this area in order
to directly apply the antidote to the infected area. This is nearly the
most important part of this therapy. Couples must be deliberate about
this. Be committed to satisfying the emotional needs of your spouse
even the ones you couldn't fulfil at first.

As the relationship begins to heal, it is important for the couples
to know and accept the fact that great homes are not gift, they
are achieved through diligence.

As a couple, you must be committed to your partner's needs and do
all within your power to satisfy them. In moments of crisis and
conflict, do not look to the outside for quick fixes, rather both spouses
should solidly connect to find solution to the prevailing issues. To all
singles aspiring to have a great home, it is important that you discard
all your preconceived notions of how a good home is achieved. Indeed,
great homes are built!

Work lies ahead of you as you step out of the aisle.

#SEASONEDSPOUSE…

THE HEART OF THE MATTER…

Take note of this; Until you’re in love with Jesus, you cannot love
rightly. It is only through Jesus Christ that excellence in marital
relationship can be achieved. Until Jesus becomes the nerve center of
your marriage, the whole experience of marriage could be frustrating.
It is therefore important you sign-up with Jesus.

Say this short prayer to sign-up with Jesus…
• Lord Jesus, I acknowledge that I’m a sinner.
• I repent and forsake all my sins.
• With my heart I believed that you died for my sin and redeemed
me with your blood.
• I therefore confess You as my personal Lord and Saviour. Come
into my heart and take over my life and family.
• In Jesus name, I pray….Amen.
If you’ve said that short prayer, I congratulate and welcome you into
the family of Christ. Great things will begin to happen in your life and
marital relationship. You’re set for pleasant experiences. I can’t wait to
hear from you.

SEASONEDSPOUSE…

Thank you for reading. I believe you've been blessed. For other life
changing materials and publications, connect with us on...

Facebook: @Olumide Omosanyin
Twitter: @OmosanyinO
Instagram: @Omosanyin Olumide
Email: omosanyinolumide@yahoo.com

We look forward to hear from you. Thanks!
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